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Saved the Day
Quick turn-around packages and great ideas stolen 

from the newsletter or Show & Steal



Mardi Gras 
survival guide
Mardi Gras is a big deal in St. Louis, and the Soulard 
neighborhood's parade and street party claims to be 
the second-largest. (No. 1, of course, would be 
NOLA.) Every year, we look for a new angle on this 
huge event, which is often tricky but always yields 
fun results. This year, we crowdsourced, asking 
readers to give us their best Mardi Gras survival tips. 
We got lots of good, funny advice, for a package that 
was well read and shared.

Newspaper: St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Contact: Gabe Hartwig, 314-340-8348





Chicken-fried 
steak bracket
For the past three years, the Taste section has 
published a food bracket during March Madness. We 
pitted local burgers against each other the first year, 
and it was such a huge success. The next year, we did 
barbecue. In 2014, Chicken-Fried Madness kicked off on 
March 16.

Readers vote online in a tournamant-style bracket, 
they click through the slideshow on our site that 
features dishes from each restaurant, and the 
restaurants get involved on social media.

Newspaper: San Antonio Express-News

Contact: Jennifer McInnis, 210-250-3523



Sammie insanity
As the March Madness basketball tournament kicks off 
each year, we launch a bracket contest with a local 
tie. We've done local celebrities, local beers, local 
bands, and this year we set up a bracket of local 
sandwiches. Our restaurant critic sought reader input 
for the list of sandwiches, then he seeded each in a 
bracket that created some heated matchups. An 
online voting component meant lots of pageviews, as 
readers entered, made picks, then returned every few 
days to vote in each round.

Newspaper: St. Louis Post-Dispatch

Contact: Gabe Hartwig, ghartwig@post-dispatch.com



NBA rematch
This is one of what felt like about 100 stories the 
features staff produced during the Spurs run to their fifth 
NBA championship. It was almost literally hatched and 
written during a staff meeting after we moaned and 
groaned for a while about a second straight S.A.-Miami 
series, which meant we had used many of the more 
obvious story ideas a year ago. Splashy design sealed the 
deal.

Newspaper: San Antonio Express-News

Contact: Jim Kiest, 210-250-3415



Latte art
More a “quick-n-dirty” idea than one that “saved the 
day,” we created a lead story for our daily features 
page by asking readers to submit photos of the little 
designs that baristas crafted into the foam of their 
lattes. We got the idea when a local barista won a 
nationwide contest for latte art. We wrote a story 
about the winner, and in conjunction solicited photos, 
using FileMobile’s user-generated-content tool. We put 
our favorites in print and pointed readers to all the 
submissions online: http://blogs.seattletimes.
com/allyoucaneat/2014/04/29/whats-that-floating-in-
your-coffee-share-your-latte-art/

Newspaper: The Seattle Times

Contact: Lynn Jacobson, Features editor, 206-464-2714, 
ljacobson@seattletimes.com

http://blogs.seattletimes.com/allyoucaneat/2014/04/29/whats-that-floating-in-your-coffee-share-your-latte-art/
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/allyoucaneat/2014/04/29/whats-that-floating-in-your-coffee-share-your-latte-art/
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/allyoucaneat/2014/04/29/whats-that-floating-in-your-coffee-share-your-latte-art/
http://blogs.seattletimes.com/allyoucaneat/2014/04/29/whats-that-floating-in-your-coffee-share-your-latte-art/


Dinner & a show
We may have stolen this from one of you last year: 
Our food writer Steve Barnes knows more about 
nightlife and entertainment in the Capital Region than 
most, and he creates an evening (several, really) that 
guide people who may have the question: Hey, I’ve 
got tickets to this show, but where can I go before (or 
after) that’s close by? And what if I have kids? Steve 
covers several towns and scenarios in a breezy 
approachable fashion.  

Newspaper: Albany Times Union 

Contact: Tracy Ormsbee, (518) 454-5486, 
tormsbee@timesunion.com





Zoo travel package
After a baby elephant was born at a local zoo, one of 
our photo editors pulled together a photo page of baby 
animals from zoos around the world. These were all on 
the wire. Each ran with fairly basic cutline info and 
website.

Newspaper: The Dallas Morning News

Contact: Cathy Barber, 214-977-8413



Spring break 
selfies
This assignment was simple: It’s Spring Break. Go to 
the beach and find a story. And they came back with 
this hard hitting (and traffic driving) piece on whether 
to selfie or not while chilling on the beach. This was 
right after Ellen’s Oscar selfie, so we had a little news 
hook, too. The accompanying photo gallery got almost 
800,000 page views.

Newspaper: South Florida Sun Sentinel

Contact:  Gretchen Day-Bryant, 954-356-4718  





Best hotel suites
We stole the idea for finding our area's best hotel 
suites. Made it a cover story for our young reader 
pub, Ink, and repurposed for our daily lifestyle 
section.

Newspaper: Kansas City Star

Contact: Kathy Lu, klu@kcstar.com



Thanksgiving placemat

This one is probably the most shown – and most stolen – idea in SFJ history: the Thanksgiving placemat. It’s a 
combination of puzzles and jokes for kids of all ages, and we’d been considering doing one for years. But when the 
time actually came to produce ours, we wanted to see what others had done, life-size. And this is where the SFJ 
ListServ came into play, and it’s really worth the price of membership to SFJ. (How’s that for a plug?) We put a call 
out on the ListServ and, within hours, had several in our inbox. We looked at what others had done, stole from them 
and came with our version. Now, we proudly pass it forward.

Newspaper: The Virginian-Pilot           Contact: Jim Haag, 757.446.2977, jim.haag@pilotonline.com



Kids placemat

This was our Christmas Day cover, drawn by one of our graphic artists. Also stolen.

Newspaper: Kansas City Star

Contact: Kathy Lu, klu@kcstar.com



Virginia authors
VPVirginiaAuthors1.pdf, VPVirginiaAuthors2.pdf

This one took a little time, but it’s a great evergreen 
when you need a big presentation that isn’t difficult. 
And anyone can do it. It’s a look at authors who had 
been born or lived in our state, and we were surprised 
with how many we found. So we limited our list to 
those in the Great Beyond – everyone from V.C. 
Andrews of “Flowers in the Attic” fame to Leon Uris, 
who wrote “Exodus.” On the front, we ran a quiz about 
authors from Virginia. Inside, we put together blurbs on 
each writer, and did a short sidebar on 10 famous living 
authors.

Newspaper: The Virginian-Pilot

Contact: Jim Haag, 757.446.2977, jim.
haag@pilotonline.com





Wrapping paper
Stole this, too! Designed by kids, did 2 categories and 
ran winners as 2 full pages.

Newspaper: Kansas City Star

Contact: Kathy Lu, klu@kcstar.com



New Year’s 
resolutions
In January, we did an occasional series to help people 
fight the battle of keeping their New Year's 
resolutions. A former intern writes a first-person on 
trying and trying to quit smoking. A list of essentials 
you really need to get done (a will, a list of finances, 
etc.). Two stolen from SFJ: We ask dietitians for 
advice on healthy snacking. And Colonoscopy: The 
Game.

Newspaper: Kansas City Star

Contact: Kathy Lu, klu@kcstar.com



Reader photos
We asked readers to send in their most beautiful 
photos of winter for our Sunday magazine. This 
cover was a submitted photo. We did this again 
for spring; for summer we ask for vacation 
photos; and will probably ask again for fall 
photos.

Newspaper: Kansas City Star

Contact: Kathy Lu, klu@kcstar.com



Real reality TV
Another reality TV show features our fair state. Instead 
of another boring preview, we decided to test the 
realty of reality TV, pitting the narrative against the 
truth. It was a good way to round up the shows in a fun 
way.

Newspaper: The State, Columbia, SC

Contact: Betsey Guzior, bguzior@thestate.com 


